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LEATHER FROM TilE JEWEL TOWER MOAT, 1963 

(630486 - B. Payne) 

1. Book cover (7). 86mm. x 67mll,. Folded along one short edge and has two 

bronze clasps on the opposite edge. The leather edges are folded 

inwards and there is a trace of a wood li~ing. The outside faces are 

embossed with an oval inside a rectangle and leaf and branch pattern. 

(Draw to show designs) 

2~ Shoe heel; six lifts (or five plus toppiece). Stitch holes all round 

the seat-lift show _here it was tloined to &e shoe and there are pegs 

all through. The breast (front face) slopes at c. 45°. The shape and 

construction suggest the first half of the 17th century. The position 

of abrasive wear indicates a right foot. L (seat lift): 73mm.; 

W: 60mm.; H: c. 25mm. 
~(Oraw - isometric) 

3. Shoe heel: more circular in plan than 2. and composed of many thin 

lifts ("jumps"). Large peg holes remain, diamond cross-section. 

May belong to 4. below. L (seat lift): 62mm., W: 52mm., H: c. 20mm. 

(Draw -isometric to show peg holes and lifts) 

4. Shoe sole for the welted construction; seat end now detached. Broed toe, 

slightly convex with corners. May be a right foot. There is a slight 

impression of the upperlasting margin. The row of stitch holes round 

the margin of the sale, ~tch length c. 5.0mm., penetrate grain/flesh 

indicating that this specimen is a welted sole and not a welted insole 

or a turns hoe sola. Ther~ is no abs8siv8 wear at the edge of seat 

indicating that it never 'touched the ground here as a heel was fitted. 

There is also a scatter ~f peg holes in the seat for the heal attachment, 

possibly 2. above, and also adrlitional holes where a seat piece may have 

been sewn on. L: c. 195mm.; W (forepart): 68mm.; (waist): c. 48mm.; 

(seat): c. 58mm. 

Dating: the shapa of the toe and general "straightness" suggests the 

second half of the 17th century. 

(Draw to show upper lasting margin inpression) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
5. Insole, right foot,~om a welted shoe. The edge/flesh marginal stitching 

holes have a stitch length of 8.0mm. and are rather erratic both in 

length and position, these factors being typical of a welted insole 

rathe1than a turnshoe sole; also there is no abrasive wear at the heel 

seat. The narrow shape and rounder toe suggast c. 160e but as there is 

no indication of a heel having been attached and it is markedly a right 

foot it is not likely that it would have been made very far into the 17th 

century. Indeed there is even a possibility th;fA~a hundred or more 
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years earlier when Ih3 welted shoe took over from the turns hoe 

at the end of the 15th century and sales still retained~he very narrow 

waist but not the pal."nted toes of the 15th. 

l: 230mm.; W (forepart): 67mm.; (waist): 28mm.; (seat): 50mm. 

(Draw - seam up) 

6. Insole, fragmentery, from a welted shoe. The left side (grain 

uppermost) remains more or less intact and sho~s the edge/flesh welt 

sewing seam, stitch length c. 9.0mm. The grain pattern suggests goat or 

sheep but this would not be common for an insole. l: 184mm. 

Dating: may be c. 1600 but not enough evidence. (Draw flesh up) to show seam 
"-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
7. Three upper fragments showing moulded lasting margins with grain/flesh 

stitch holes, stitch length c. B.Omm. (corresponding to the edge/flesh 

welt sewing seams seen in insoles 5. and 6. above). They also have 

'

ide 
cut edges withroge/flesh buttes closing seams, stitch length 4.0mm. 

The position of these fragments in the shoe itself is not positive; 

the two larger pieces may be part of a vamp but the squashing OVer of 

the upper in the third piece suggests. the back. 

(~aw to show moulded margins) 

B. Waist portion of e welted sale, probably right foot. The characteristic 

identifying features of this fragment are the two very curved stitching 

channels near the remaining original cut edges; these are where the 

grain/flesh sole stitching holes were pierced and the sole attached to 

the welt which 
but, hardly 

remainJ stitch 

a pegged seat. 

had already been sewn to upper and insole. The holes 
visible, 
length c. ~.5mm. There is also seatter of holes indicatin 

W (between original side edges,at narrowest place): 45mm. 

(Draw to sh'ow channels) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
9. Welt, forepart only, from a broad, square-toed shoe. It has the 

~ 

two characteristic ~ necessary for a welted shoe: 

(a) The welt/upper/insole seam, grain/flesh holes, stitch length c.7.51 

(b) The welt/sale seam, grain/flesh holes, stitch length c. 5.0mm. 

There are also some additional holes indicating a repair addition. 

The broad, square-toed indicates late 17th 

(Draw plan and cross-section) 

century or even early 1Bth. 
(It) it) 

:>J .. 

~J 
W: 9.0mm. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
10. Various fragments of sales, uppers, some with stitch holes; includes a 

s small piece of folded edge binding. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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11. Middle-sole and toe-end of sole from a welted shoe, probably left foot, 

with a baoad, ~uare-toe. Marginal grain/flesh stitch holes all round, 

stitch length 5.5mm. Part of the outsole remains at~e toe-end and shows 

the stitching channel typical of the welted construction. Also, on the 

upper side (grain)'~ne side of the seat a short piece of welt re~ains 
in situ, c. 56mm. x 14mm.j it is of the folded type the sale stitching 

holes passing through the fold. Assuming this is a right 

rouMd the outside joint (little toe) has worn away. Some 

foot. the area 
af)d peg 

nail/holes 

remain at the seat where the heel was attached, also some extra stitch 

holes in plaaes for repairs. L: 290mm.j W (across toe-end): 78mm.j 

(waist): 60mm.j (seat): 70mm.) This is an eMceptional lar e sole 
""-compared with most excavated specimens and allowing or ree 

shoe sizes (English, thirds-of-an-inch) in burial, it Came from a shoe 

probably 

-----------~-~~~ 
(gate: late 17th c • ..) 

intended fora size 10 footv 

(Oraw upper surface to show welt piece and bottom surface 

to show sole fragment) 

12. Middle-sole, insole and seat-Ii ft, possibly r.:ig ht foot. of a will ted shoe. 

square toe. 

Insole: complete with marginalllige/flesh welt sewing holes, !ititch length 

11~omm. (very large)j impression of the bracing thread usedin lasting 

remains criss-cross on the flosh side (underneath). There is a,slight 

foot impression on the grain side with less wear on the left side of 

the waist (under the arch of the foot). L:253mm.j W (across toe): 57mm.; 

(waist): 36mm.j (seat): 57mm: Also nail or peg holes at seat. 
; 

Middle-sole: similar in shape to the insole but larger all round. 

r~arginal grain/flesh sol~ stitching holes, Sitch length c. 4.5mm. with . . 
some evidence of repair.' Criss-cross impressions of upper bracing threed 

match those on the insole. The originel outsole has disappeared except 

for a trace at the toe and the heel seat. The seat carries the 

impression of the heel and a centrel cavity, apparently man~made to 

form a cup for the heel. Peg holes remein. L: 257mm.; W (across toe):72m 

Seat-lift: one ~hic~ seat-lift (the heel lift nearest the middle-sole) 

remains and can be positively assiciated with the middle-sole although 

there may be other fragments among the othermaterial found. This piece 

has a sharply defined cut edge and fits ex~tly into the impression and 

cavity of the seat of the middle-sole; the peg holes also register. 

The above specimens come from a shoe of late 17th century which was probab 

originally intHnded for a size 7 foot. 

(Oraw specie~ns side by side to show bracing impressions; 

also side view of heel seat) 
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13. Sole from a welted shoe, possibly left foot, square toe. Traces of the 

stitching channel remain on the grain side (underneath) with grain/flesh 

holes, ~tch length 2.5 - 3.0 mm. (very fine) in which traces of thread 

may still remain. The seat end originally curved downwards to form the 

h8el breast and toppiece of an 

Criss-cross impressions of the 

almost circular heel, not very high. 
. of 

upper bracing thread and also/the upper 

upper lasting margin remain on the flash side. L: c. 23Dmm. 

~: late 17th century. 

(Draw to show thread impressions) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
14. Middle-sole from a welted shoe, seat now missing. Marginal grain/flesh 

stitch length c. 4.5mm. but no channel since this is not the outsole. 

Criss-cross impressions of the upper bracing thread remain on the upper 

side (grain) and there is evidence of "skiving" (tapering off) where 

a heel was attached. L: 193mm. 

~: late 17th century 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
15. Waist part of a waIted sole. It has the usual sitching channel very 

prmminently incised particularly on ona sida, presumably the insida 

waist (right side of left shoe). A piRce of middle-sole also remains 

whare two large nails have retained it and there are also two large 

nails at ~e seat end where the specimen is skived across suggesting that 

it may in fact be a repair addition and not ~a original sole which was 

removed by cutting ffiross the heel breast. L: c. 125mm. 

(Draw to show channels and skive) 

------------------------------~-------------------------------------------
~ 

16. Insole from a square toed welted shoe, possibly left foot, now very 

thin and distorted but s~ill showing the edge/flesh welt sewing seam 

holes, stitch length n. B.Dmm. and impressions of the criss-cross 

upper bracing thread. Two large holes at the seat may be the result 

of corrosion of nails used in heel attaching. The seat is still elevated 

above the level of the forepart to:oo::anmodate. a heel. Central holes 

(very small) show where the insole was tacked to the last during 

shoe making. L: 226mm. Original shoe size c. 4 (adults'). 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
17. ~, fragmentary, tom a square toed welted shoe, possibly left foot. 

The stitching channel remains set in c. 6.D~m. with grain/flesh stitch 

holes, $titch length 7.Dmm. (large). The seat is now missing and as the 

rear~dge appRars to be cut this suggests that this is theoriginal sole 

removed by cutting aross so ~at a new one could be put on. 

L: 1B5mm.; W(acDoss toe): 67m,n. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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18. Welted sole, forepart only; square toe. Grain/flesh stitch holes round 

the ",argin are just visible, stitch length c. 6.0mm. A re-entrant cut 

across the waist suggests that this may be theoriginal sale forepart 

removed for ",pairing. L: c. 110mm. 

19. Welted sole forepart, very deteriorated, rounded toe. Traces of stitch 

holes, grain/flesh, remain round the margin set ill c. 6.0mm. Also 

someimpressions of the lasting margin of the upper on the flesh side. 

l: c. 125mm. Possibly early 17th century. 

20. Welted insole, very deteiiorated down left side. The right side and 

seat still have their edge/flesh welt selling holes, stitch length 6.0mm. 

end some diamond shaped holes in the wat show where a heel was attached. 

L: 185mm. 

21. Seat of welted insole, deteriorated. The edge/flesh marginal wam is 

visible in places, stitch length 7.0mm. W: 58mm. 

22. Waist and seat of welted insole, very deteriorated but showing traces 

of edge/flesh welt sewing seam, and. impressions of the upper bracing 

thread. l: 120mm. 

23. Heel, consisting of about six layers nailed together (deterioration 

and delamination makes it difficult to be more certain about the 

precise number.) The seat-lijt has stitch holes and the ~QPpiece 

(next to the ground) is he~~VilY nailed and c:eteriorated. L(seat lift): 85, 

W: 67mm.; H (ignoring naiL heads) c. 20mm. 

The considerable wear at ~he left corner of the back suggests that this 

h8~1 came from a left shoe, nnd, from its size, this was a man's. 

Me)' 88 886oeiatoQ with 1. abo"Q 

(Draw - isometric) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
24. Heel, ~ill attached to rear end of sole cn' consisting of a pack of 

many thin lifts ("jumps·) heavily nailed together. Twm nail heads very 

co~roded rest on the top surface wgich must have caused discomfort unless th, 

insole was thick enough to absorb them; it also suggests that the heel 

was attached to the sole before this w~s stitched to the shoe. A second 

shallow pack of lifts with large peg holes may also be a downwards 

continuRtion of this heel as it more or less fits. This would give an 

overall heel height (excluding the sole seat) of c. 40mm. 

(Draw -iGom.'tric) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
25. Vamp of welted shoe, very deteriorated, ~ad square toe, toe-puff in 
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situ. The lasting margin remains moulded inwards and heavily pleated 

at the toe corners; it carries the welt sewing seam with grain/flesh 

holes, stitch length a.Omm. The toe-puff extends backwards for about 

60mm. from the toe end. Only a small piece of the left vamp wing remains, 

the remainder of the right wing and throat being so deteriorated that 

tha upper pattern is not apparent. Probably a right foot vamp of the 

late 17th century. L (toe-end - end of wing): c. 157mm.; W (toe)t c.60mn 

(Draw both sides) 

26. Vamp of welted shoe, very deterioreted, broad square toe; toe-puff in 

situ extending backwards c. 70mm. from the toe end. The lasting margin 

remains moulded inwards and heavily pleated at the two corners of the 

toe; it carries the welt sewing seam with grain/flesh holes ,stitch 

length c. 10mm. (variable). The ends of the vamp wings remain although 

in poor condition with traces of butted edge/flesh seams where they 

Joined the quarters but it is not clear what was the pattern of the 

instep (top? If the shoe is late 17th century as the toe-shape suggests 

it ~hould have alarge upstanding tbngue e~tending from the throet 

and overlapped by latchet straps from the quarters. L: c. 180mm.; 

W (toa): 75mm. 

(Draw both sides) 

27. Toe-puff from a square-toed welted shoe, similar to those seen in situ. 

in 23. and 24. It has a m~ulded lasting margin carrying grain/flesh 

stitch holes, stitch length c. 8.0mm. where it was sewn to the insole 

along with welt and vamp •. The corners have been cut to aRow for the 

turn in and the reer end has now deteriorated. L: c. 68mm.; W: 75mm. 

(Draw from underneath to show mar0in and cut corners) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
28. Vamp from a narrow square-toed welted shoe. It still has a moulded 

lasting margin with heavy pleats at the toe corners and grain/flesh 

welt~ sewi"g holes, stitch length 7.Dmm. The instep portion (tlilpj is 

now missing so the pattern cannot be determined but ~ vertical wing ends 

remain with traces of edge/flesh butted seams. There is aslight 

suggestion of an open side (left) which wDuld mean that the shoe was 

a latchet tie possibly of the f~rst half of the 17th century. This 

specimen appears to have the "rain side inwards i.e. the shoe was of 

'Ibuff l ' (suede) leather. L: 1!~5JII;n. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
29. Fragment Df vamp of welted ChOB, rDund tDe. lasting margin with pleats 

remains and carrie$ grain/flesh welt sewing holes, stitch length a.Omm. 

The top is LaD deteriorated tD.di.termine the pattern. l (max): c70mm. 
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30. Various fragments of upper, sale and insole, some with stitch holes. 

31. Pistol Holster (7), now in six parts but these can be roughly fitted 

together tp make a holster c. 5DDmm. long, 17Dmm. wide at the top 

(when flattened) and c. 63mm. wide at the bottom (flattened). The 

leather was folded lengthwise and adjoining edges stitched using 

grain/flesh holes, ditch length c. 7.5. mm. Some of the sections are 

still folded, others have split down the fold. The stitched edge is 
~ 

more or less straight, the folded edge curved forming~a long funnel. 

The wide top section has its top edge folded downwards and inwards for 

c. 17mm. and overstitched inside to the flesh side, stitch length 8.Dmm. 

The top section also has two vertical straps c. 17mm. wide inserted 

through horizontal slots to form loops and riveted in position. 

There are also stitch holes along the the folded top edge, rather 

irregular and possibly put in later; also several large holes, diameter 

4.Dmm., the p~rpose of which is not apparent. A. scored line parallel 

to \be line of ft'ont stitching and c. 6.0 - 7.0 mm. from the ,edge may show 

where the adjoining stitched edges jutted outwards after the holster 

has been moulded into shape. 

o 
(Draw) 

J H Thornton 
March 1979 


